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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes a method of dealing with; The Feature Interaction Problem.
Dr. Pamela Zave, a Fellow of the ACM and a Technology Advisor for the AT&T
Software Systems Research Laboratory, first described the ‘feature interaction
problem’ in her paper Feature Interactions and Formal Specifications in
Telecommunications (Zave, 1993). When features are added to a base system,
both expected and unexpected interactions may occur in the base system as well
as in the feature. The unexpected interactions are the problem.

The feature interaction problem also occurs in software development. A
methodology combining several software engineering techniques, resulting in a
structure that can detect and analyze areas of interaction between system
components is presented.
Use cases are modeled as a type of directed graph called an Event Driven Petri
Net (EDPN). The EDPNs are then represented in a relational schema. This type
of modeling allows feature interaction detection though SQL queries on the
EDPN data.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Dr. Pamela Zave Introduced ’the feature Interaction problem' as a
telecommunications Issue (Zave, 1993). A scenario follows that plays out the
development of the problem and Includes some examples provided by Dr. Zave.

1.1 The Origin of The Feature Interaction Problem
Imagine that It Is 1967. You are trying to call a friend and the line Is busy. The
only option you have Is to try again later. You don’t consider that there could be
other options. Because, using the phone In 1967 Is simply a matter of:

■ Either, making a connection and the phone on the other end rings
■ Or, you don’t and you hear a busy signal.

Now, let us move forward In time to 1989. The electro-mechanical switching
system used In 1967 has been upgraded to a computer-controlled system. The
phone company has realized that additional services can be programmed In this
system and marketing them can generate revenue.

This system allows several options to be utilized In the event of your friend’s line
being busy when you call.
Your call could be forwarded to another phone.
Your friend’s conversation could be Interrupted.
Your call could be automatically retried later.
You could be redirected to voice mall.
As In 1967, you could simply hear a busy signal.
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Suppose that you have two of these options in addition to simply hearing a busy
signal. The description of any of the options in a ‘stand alone’ situation calls for
activation by a busy line. All three options would be activated simultaneously if
there were no control exerted over the interactions of the features. The
interaction might be more complex than simply prioritizing the services. For
example your call might be forwarded and then be redirected to a voice mail
service on that line.
Now let us come back to 2005. The number of options available in telephony is
truly amazing, and analyzing the interactions between them nightmarish. The
following four items are taken from a list of feature interactions provided by the
AT&T Software Systems Research Laboratory. (Zave, 2004)

1. Bob has Call Forwarding, and is forwarding all calls to Carol. Carol has Do
Not Disturb enabled. Alice calls Bob, the call is forwarded to Carol, and
Carol's phone rings, because Do Not Disturb is not applied to a forwarded
call.

2. Bob has Three-Way Calling. If he picks up his phone and dials Alice, he
can use Three-Way Calling to add Carol to the conversation. However, if
he uses Click-to-Dial to reach Alice from a Web-based mailbox, address
book, or call log, he does not have Three-Way Calling, even though he is
talking to her on the same telephone.

3. A new Mobility service is offered to office workers. When Alice signs up,
her office phone number is forwarded to the Mobility service. On receiving
a call for Alice, the Mobility service forwards it to wherever Alice’s personal
data dictates. However, whenever the data indicates that Alice is in her
office, an incoming call enters a forwarding loop.
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4. Bob has Call Forwarding, and is forwarding all calls to Carol. Alice calls
Bob, the feature forwards the call to Carol, and also changes the source
address of the call to Bob’s address (on the grounds that Bob is
responsible for this leg of the call).

■ One scenario: Carol has Call Blocking, and is blocking all calls from
Alice. This call is not blocked, however, because it appears to be
from Bob.
■ Another scenario: Carol misses the call, but later uses a Call
Return feature to return it. The feature places a call to Bob’s
address, which is forwarded back to Carol.

Those four examples were the simplest ones in a long list. The rest of the
examples in Dr. Zave's list increase in complexity. Most include details of
obscure telephone services; therefore, they are not included here.
Telecommunications has evolved to encompass technologies such as cellular
phones with features too numerous to list. The plethora of new
telecommunication elements has complex underpinnings of which the customer
is rarely aware. Most people simply expect to select from a menu of options,
resulting in a relatively unique subset of services that work seamlessly together.
1.2 Feature Interaction Detection in Software Engineering
Feature interaction also exists outside of the telecommunications industry. The
principle can be applied to any complex and dynamic system. Software
development is certainly within the realm of feature interaction.
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A few examples of potential feature interaction in software systems are:

■ When units are combined.
■ When new functionality is added to an existing application.
■ When bugs are fixed.
■ When patches are applied during the maintenance phase.

The methods for detection of potential feature interaction in software
development presented in this thesis need be incorporated from the inception of
a software project. The basic format and certain rules must be strictly adhered to,
in the creation and maintenance of documentation.

Some might argue that this is a limitation or that software development,
particularly documentation, is already too time consuming. On the other hand,
the methodology described here may result in a new software engineering
technique that will reduce bugs, increase testing efficiency, and facilitate
maintenance.

The benefits of isolating and analyzing potential areas of feature interaction in
software development far outweigh the added effort.
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CHAPTER 2
Software Requirements Specifications
A software project begins with requirements gathering. There is a wide range of
methodologies for this activity. Additionally, there are several types of
requirements and various techniques for documentation. A brief non-exhaustive
overview will help define the preferred type for feature interaction detection.

2.1 Types of Requirements
The very first conception of a software project can be considered the beginning
of requirements specification. When there is no more than an idea in someone’s
mind, that person already has thought of what the software should do. Whether
they realize it or not, the analysis of feasibility has begun. The process could
result in a range from: The idea being rejected before anyone else is even told of
it, to: An innovative new application being created.
For this thesis, the feasibility analysis is not pertinent. If the project were rejected
as infeasible, there would be nothing to talk about. The important thing about the
feasibility analysis is: By the time a project is declared feasible and initiated,
many requirements will already have been defined.

As requirements accumulate during a software project, it is fairly common
practice to compile them in a requirements definition document. Within that
document, requirements generally fall into various categories.
These categories may be very specific to the project, but there are also general
categories that are nearly ubiquitous.
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2.1.1 Business Requirements
Business requirements are usually the first requirements gathered. They are
taken from descriptions of what the system should do. These descriptions come
from the people who, for example;
Want the system built
Finance the project
Manage the business for which the system is being designed
Are employed by the business for which the system is being designed
Fall into multiples of the above or into similar categories

Assume for the sake of explanation, that this group is in no way involved in
software development.
The description of a software system provided by people who know little or
nothing of software development will inherently be at a high level of abstraction.
This means: There will be almost no expression of how the system will
accomplish what it is to do.
2.1.2 System Requirements
System requirements evolve from business requirements. This evolution tends to
blur the line between system and business requirements. For the sake of a clear
and concise explanation, this thesis will disregard the blurred line.
System requirements are produced by those directly involved in the development
process. For the sake of simplicity, all of these people will be grouped into a
single category and called software engineers.
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With an intimate knowledge of system design and architecture, software
engineers are capable of translating high-level business requirements into a
much lower level of abstraction. Some software engineers can take the level of
abstraction all the way down to assembly language optimization or hardware
specifications.

The most important distinction between business and system requirements is:

■ Business requirements describe what an application does.
■ System requirements describe how a system operates.

This is a greatly simplified description. While it is helpful to know about the basic
differences in requirements, detailed descriptions have been widely published
and are not essential for understanding how requirements are used in this thesis.
2.1.3 Nonfunctional Requirements
While software engineers translate business requirements into system
requirements, it would be impractical and unwise to eliminate requirements that
state what the application should do.
Nonfunctional requirements encompass a wide range of important descriptions of
the application. They may include properties such as:
Appearance
Usability
Operating environment
Performance
Security
Cultural and language considerations
Legal and political implications
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It could be argued that adding new nonfunctional requirements to a system might
result in feature interaction. However, in that case nonfunctional requirements
would need to be elaborated upon to provide a description of how they would be
implemented.

2.1.4 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements relate directly to system processes and data flow. Their
focus is on how the system works. Another way to think of functional
requirements is that they describe the behavior of a system. These behaviors
might be represented as services, tasks, or functions. Functional requirements
are the most important to this thesis. Because, they will be used later in the
creation of use cases.
Naturally, the scope of functional requirements is broad. It has been said that
software systems are the most complex constructs ever devised by mankind.
Additionally, the tasks carried out by software systems are extremely diverse.
Even so, there are some basic principles that apply to most functional
requirements.

There are conditions necessary and sufficient for a behavior to occur.
Behaviors must somehow be triggered.
Sequences of events happen within behaviors.
Conditions change during the course of a sequence.
There is a defined set of conditions that exist after an event.
Even given these basics, the heuristics for creating functional requirements are
deliberately flexible. Project managers may essentially set their own standards
for requirements definitions. However, this leaves many questions unanswered.
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How much system activity should one requirement cover?
How much detail Is enough?
How many requirements are enough?
Are the requirements static or dynamic?
When are the requirements complete?

The answers to some of these questions will be suggested as the necessary
format for detecting feature interactions Is described.
2.2 Requirements Summary
In order to analyze feature Interaction using requirements specifications, the
rules concerning requirements specifications must be standardized. This
standardization may vary from project to project. However, as shall be discussed
in the following chapters, some general principles will be essential.

The suggestions offered In this thesis still may be beneficial even If a project
manager does not intend to use requirement specifications to detect feature
Interaction. Many other types of analysis are feasible as will be discussed In
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTERS
Use Cases
Use cases are a very good structure for capturing functional requirements. In
general, use cases contain a complete description of all activities that occur after
an event is triggered.
The heuristics that define a use case are quite flexible. This results in several
categories of use cases. Some of the variations will be briefly covered. Then, the
focus will turn to the format that facilitates further modeling to detect feature
interactions.
3.1 Basic Elements of a Use Case
< Although use cases can be different in format, they naturally have similarities. An
overview of the common elements will build a foundation for a description of the
various types.

3.1.1 Identification
A complete set of use cases will encompass the entire behavior of the software
application. Hence, even if the use cases are individually large and long (which is
not recommended) some method of unique identification must be employed. Five
items usually accomplish this.

■ Name
o

The names of use cases should be very short, yet descriptive.

■ Number
o

Use case numbers should follow a pattern defined by the nature of
the project.

■ Version
o

The version number allows tracking of changes made to a use
case.
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■ Source
o

The source can record who wrote the use case, where the
requirement originated, or both.

■ Description
o

The description should be concise, yet add detail to the wording
used in the use case name.

3.1.2 Actors
In the past, the term actor as it applies to use cases was somewhat ambiguous.
For instance, an actor might be a person or a computer system. Alistair
Cockburn's work has done much to better define and clarify use case
components. He speaks of two principal types of actors.
■ Primary Actors
o

Have goals requiring the assistance of the system.

■ Secondary Actors
o

Have responsibilities to assist the system.

He also states that the system itself is, by the nature of the above definition, an
actor. If actors are defined in terms of goals and responsibilities, it follows that
each completed responsibility of a secondary actor helps the primary actor move
closer to achieving the goal. (Cockburn, 2000)
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3.1.3 Preconditions
Preconditions are a list of items that must be true in order for the state of the
system to meet necessary and sufficient conditions for the initiation of the actions
defined by the use case.
Individual conditions will be kept in a database and each will be made available
for reuse in other use cases and other elements. The reuse of conditions, both in
various use cases and various elements of use cases will be essential to the
success of detecting feature interactions.

3.1.4 Sequence of Events
This will also be in the form of a list. Some items here will be actions, events, or
some might be items that are used in conditional lists. Reuse of items from
sequences of events is also encouraged. This will make large use cases easy to
divide into smaller use cases, which will facilitate the detection of feature
interactions.
3.1.5 Postconditions
The list of postconditions will be treated in exactly the same way as the list of
preconditions. Reuse of items is essential and the individual conditions will be
stored in the database for easy review and retrieval.

3.2 Atomicity
An important aspect of all listed items is that they be atomic. That is, as small
and independent as possible. Given atomicity of items, the length of the
sequence of events might be used as a gauge for determining of the scope of the
use case. For example: Use cases with greater than a given number of items in
the sequence of events might be reviewed for breakdown into smaller use cases.
This reveals an important aspect of the way use cases need to be structured for
modeling and analysis: The use cases themselves should be atomic.
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3.3 Use Case Length
One question that arises when writing a use case is: How much activity should it
encompass? Like so many things, there is no right or wrong answer. All one can
do is think in terms of what is wanted and how to achieve the desired result.
3.3.1 Long Use Cases
It has already been stated that for the purpose of analysis, atomic use cases are
preferable. However, a full end-to-end transaction contained in a single use case
can be useful in other situations.

A few scenarios where long use cases might be preferable are:
■ Regression testing, because unit level considerations are avoided
■ Customer Demonstrations
■ Customer Acceptance Testing.

3.3.2 Short Use Cases
Short use cases are needed for analysis of feature interactions. Modeling use
cases in the form of a directed graph works well only if the use cases are short.
The primary reason is: Short use cases can and should connect at their
preconditions and postconditions. These connections are essential for making
the associations necessary for the creation of complex threads within the graph.

Some types of software testing benefit from short use cases too.
■ Progression testing, although atomic use cases may bring some
redundancy with unit level testing.
■ System testing can be made more efficient and complete.
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3.4 Use Case Level
Craig Larman provides a good description of various levels that can be applied to
use cases.
■ At the highest level of abstraction, a use case can be little more than a
named user story. A user story Is essentially a written description of a
requirement as stated by a non-technlcal customer.

■ One level below that are 'Essential Use Cases'. Simply stated, these are
the long use cases previously described.
■ At the next level are 'Expanded Essential Use Cases'. These are the short
use cases required for analysis. The term 'expanded' might be confusing
In this context. It does not mean enlarging a use case. Here, It means
creating many from one.

■ There Is a still lower level called 'Real Use Cases'. These actually contain
test cases. This level of Information would not hinder feature Interaction
detection. However, test case data Is not necessary for analysis using the
techniques described In this thesis.

(Larman, 2002)
3.5 Use Case Summary
Matching sets of preconditions and postconditions must connect the sequence of
use cases. This will result In a seamless flow of functionality. The software
engineers creating and editing use cases will need to make a clear distinction
between events and conditions. So, there will also be sets of pre-events and
post-events. This will allow a set of use cases to be modeled and analyzed as
the total behavior of a component of the system.
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CHAPTER 4
Event Driven Petri Nets
EDPNs, like the feature interaction problem, have origins in the
telecommunications industry. They were an invention of Bob C. Jorgensen when
he worked as a coordinator of specification and testing for telephone switching
systems at GTE Communication Systems. This construct evolved from classic
Petri nets and was formally described in Dr. Jorgensen's doctoral dissertation at
Arizona State University (Jorgensen, 1985),
4.1 Classic Petri Nets
The original name for Petri nets was 'place-transition nets', because places and
transitions are two primary components. Carl Adam Petri devised the structure
for modeling concurrency, flow control and non-deterministic systems. A formal
description was published in his doctoral dissertation at the Technical University
of Darmstadt Germany (Petri, 1962). Since then, Petri nets have been widely
used, many variations have been created, and Dr. Petri's name has become the
standard designation. A classic Petri net is a four-tuple (P, T, IN, OUT) bipartite
directed graph where:

■ P = {p, p2, p3,..., p/?} and are called places.
o

Graphically, places are circles.

■ T = {t1, t2, t3,..., tn} and are called transitions.
o

Graphically, transitions are horizontal lines.

■ IN defines directed arcs from places to transitions.
■ OUT defines directed arcs form transitions to places.
The following figure is an example of a simple construct modeled with a classic
petri net. There is one producer and two consumers.
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Fig. 1. Classic Petri Net

4.2 EDPN Elements
Most variations to classic Petri nets add complexity with additional elements for
the purpose of modeling or describing systems that are beyond the scope of
classic Petri nets. In this generality, EDPNs are no exception.
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4.2.1 Port Events
The primary difference between classic petri nets and EDPNs is the addition of
port events. This alteration allows petri nets to elegantly model event driven
systems. Port events can be either an input to a transition or an output from a
transition. Graphically, a port input event is a triangle in a 'funnel' position, while a
port output event is a triangle in a 'showerhead' position. This enables us to use
the analogy: Funnel in and spray out.
4.2.2 Data Places
The places used in classic petri nets become data places in EDPNs. This added
specification helps to differentiate between state and events.
4.2.3 Atomic System Functions
What were transitions in classic petri nets are labeled atomic system functions
(ASF) in EDPNs. The functionality hasn't changed, but this helps us to keep
atomicity in mind.
4.2.4 Threads
A thread, in this context, is simply a sequence of one or more ASFs. It will be
important to keep in mind that a simple thread with only one ASF will have: A set
of port input events and a set of input data places, as well as a set of port output
events and a set of output data places. A complex thread will contain at least a
set of two atomic system functions connected by at least one data place that
matches the output of one ASF and the input of the other.
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4.3 EDPN Formal Description
An EDPN is a five-tuple (P, D, ASF, IN, OUT) tripartite directed graph where:

■ P = {p, p2, p3,..., pn} and are called port events.
o

Graphically, port events are triangles.
■ Funnel triangles are port input events
■ Showerhead triangles are port output events

■ D = {d, d2, d3,..., dn} and are called data places.
o

Graphically, data places are circles.

■ P U D is never empty. However, in any P U D, P may be empty.

■ ASF = {a s fl, asf2, asf3,..., asfn} and are called atomic system functions.
o

■

Graphically, ASFs are thick horizontal lines.

IN defines directed arcs from places or events to ASFs.

■ OUT defines directed arcs from ASFs to places or events.

The following figure is the producer with two consumers again. This time, with a
port output event on the production part and a port input event for each
consumption part. The structure is not changed greatly, but the richness of the
model has increased significantly.
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Fig. 2. Event Driven Petri Net

Consider the various things that the port events in the diagram might represent
and the increased capacity for modeling event driven systems becomes
apparent. The port output event on the production ASF might be, for example,
incrementing a conveyor. The port input events on the consumer's ASFs might
each check the state of the other consumer to avoid conflict.

This combination of data and events leading to a system function with resulting
data and events, connected to another ASF, et cetera, is why EDPNs are a nice
structure for modeling UML use cases as EDPN threads.
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CHAPTERS
Modeling
This chapter will bring all the previous chapters together and show:
■ EDPNs can be represented In a database schema.
o

This will be explained and a schema shown.

■ SQL queries can be run against the EDPN data to explore relationships
between EDPN nodes.
o

Relationships can be discovered that will detect potential feature
Interaction locations.
•

The richness of SQL allows detection at a level of
detail that will allow analysis of Interactions.

•

A possible methodology for analysis of detected
Interactions Is suggested.

5.1 EDPN Database Representation
A database schema will need to be defined for the EDPN representation of use
cases. The EDPN edges contain all the data necessary for feature interaction
detection. Since there are two primary types of edges, two tables need to be
generated from the use case database. One will contain edges connected to port
events; the other will contain edges that connect to data places.

The creation of the EDPN edge tables Is dependent upon the database
containing the UML use case information being maintained properly. This tool will
provide very useful data about relationships within a system, but only If the
description provided by the use cases Is accurate, consistent, and uniformly
conforms to the heuristics set forth In this thesis. The old computer science Idiom
'Garbage In, Garbage Out' Is very applicable here.

Both edge tables will be nearly Identical with the difference being whether an
edge connects to a data place or a port event. Each table will have the following
attributes, for the following reasons:
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■ Unique identifier
o

Gathered from the use case tables of events and conditions.

o

Each event and condition is constantly listed for reuse in the use
case editing tool. Therefore, each event and condition has a unique
identifier.

The EDPN used in the model is not the same as a graphical representation of an
EDPN. In a graphical representation, it is common to draw port events and data
places for each ASF, reusing data places and port events in order to isolate
edges and make the diagram look less like spaghetti. In the database model, the
EDPN is optimized. Each data place and port event is a single entity. The
number of Edges going to and from one might be in the hundreds. The database
can keep track of all those edges and provide interesting query results based on
the relationships between the EDPN edges.

■ The Use Case ID number.
o

In an EDPN model, the sequence of events of each use case is
equivalent to the functionality of an ASF.

o

Every edge connects to an ASF.

o

Therefore, every edge has a UCID that corresponds to the ASF it is
connected to.

■ Feature
o

This determines if an edge is connected to the base system or a
feature.

o

The Feature attribute is for descriptive clarity only.
■ In an implemented schema, feature could be determined by
comparison with UCIDs in the base and/or feature systems.
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■ Input/Output
o

Each edge is directional.

o

Whether the edge is to an input or output of an ASF is determined
by the instance of the item occurring in the preconditions or
postconditions of the use case.

It should be mentioned that in some graphical representations of EDPNs, edges
are drawn as bi-directional. This is simply another shortcut for the sake of
appearance. Actually, a 'bi-directional' edge is two directional edges
superimposed upon each other.

The next two sections are comprised of the descriptions of the two edge tables.
5.1.2 Port Event Edge Table
The Port Event Edge table is a collection from use case items designated 'event'
and will have the following attributes.
■ EID, the unique event identifier from the use case database.
■ UCID, the use case number.
■ Feature
o

An identification associating the use case with the base system or a
feature.

■ Input/Output
o

A precondition designation from the use case database causes the
Input/Output attribute to be a boolean TRUE, designating Input,

o

A postcondition designation from the use case database causes the
Input/Output attribute to be a boolean FALSE, designating Output.
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5.1.3 Data Place Edge Table
The Data Place Edge table is a collection from use case items designated
'condition' and will have the following attributes.

■ CID, the unique identifier from the use case database.
■ UCID, the use case number.
■ Feature
o

An identification associating the use case with the base system or a
feature.

■ Input
o

A precondition designation from the use case database causes the
Input/Output attribute to be a boolean TRUE, designating Input,

o

A postcondition designation from the use case database causes the
Input/Output attribute to be a boolean FALSE, designating Output.

5.2 Basic Interaction
Each ASF has edges that connect to:

■ Each element of two sets of EDPN inputs based on use case preconditions
and pre-events.
o

A set of input data places: D \ {d^,d^,...,d„), and |D| >1

o

A set of input port events: P\{p^,p^,...,p„},

|f|> 0

■ Each element of two sets of EDPN output elements based on use case
postconditions and post-events.
o

A set of output data places: D \ {d^,d^,...,d„}, and |d| > 1

o

A set of output port events: P\{p^,p^,...,p^], 3x\6\P\>Q
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In order to provide a rich variety of feature interaction types, SQL queries can be
performed on the database tables of edges to return combinations of use cases
and the specific ways in which they interact. This will allow detected potential
feature interactions to be categorized by type. The analyst can select from
various types of interactions according to priorities specific to the desired results.

5.3 A Proposed Methodology
In the previous sections of chapter 5, a model was described. The power and
richness of the detection and analysis of feature interaction was suggested. In
this section a specific methodology will be outlined using the EDPN-database
model. Due to the richness of the model, the ways it could be utilized to discover
relationships in a system is virtually unlimited. Therefore, this methodology is not
presented as THE solution. Individual projects will undoubtedly have detection
and discovery methodologies tailored specifically to their needs. Such is the
power of this model.
5.3.1 Description of Methodoiogy
The possible types of feature interactions will be a six-tuple of the primary types
(Input, Output, Mixed) X (Event, Data).
-

{IE, ID, OE, OD, ME, MD}

■ Any of the elements can be empty.
■ Each primary type may be one of four subtypes or empty.
30!

61(30-6)

593775

possible combinations.

The primary types are the titles of the next six sections; their subtypes are shown
with a brief definition of each. The subtypes are similar, but there are important
differences.
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6.3,1.1 Input Port Event Interactions

o

Single Common Input Event
■ When a base system ASF has one and only one input port
event in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases
represented by those ASFs have a SCIE interaction.

Fig. 3. Single Common Input Event

o

Multiple Common Input Events
■ When a base system ASF has more than one input port event in
common with a feature ASF, the two use cases represented by
those ASF's have a MCIE interaction of degree n.

Fig. 4. Multiple Common Input Events
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o

Single Complete Set of Input Events
■ When the complete set of Input port events of one ASF Is a
proper subset of the set of Input port events of a feature ASF,
the two use cases represented by those ASF's have a SCSIE
Interaction.

Fig. 5. Single Complete Set of Input Events

o

Matched Complete Sets of Input Events
■ When the complete set of Input port events of one ASF Is
equivalent to the complete set of Input port events of a feature
ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's have a
MCSIE Interaction.

Fig. 6. Matched Complete Sets of Input Events
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5.3.1,2 Input Data Place Interactions

o

Single Common Input Data Place
■ When a base system ASF has one and only one input data
place in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases
represented by those ASFs have a SCID interaction.

Fig. 7. Single Common Input Data Place

o

Multiple Common Input Data Places
■ When a base system ASF has more than one input data place
in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases represented
by those ASF's have a MCID interaction of degree n.

Fig. 8. Multiple Common Input Data Places
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o

Single Complete Set of Input Data Places
■ When the complete set of Input data places of a base system
ASF is a proper subset of the set of input data places of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a SCSID interaction.

Fig. 9. Single Complete Set of Input Data Places

o

Matched Complete Sets of Input Data Places
■ When the complete set of input data places of a base system
ASF is equivalent to the complete set of input data places of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a MCSID interaction.

Fig. 10. Matched Complete Sets of Input Data Places
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5.3.1.3 Output Port Event Interactions

o

Single Common Output Event
■ When a base system ASF has one and only one output port
event in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases
represented by those ASFs have a SCOE interaction.

Fig. 11. Single Common Output Event

o

Multiple Common Output Events
■ When a base system ASF has more than one output port event
in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases represented
by those ASF's have a MCOE interaction of degree n.

Fig. 12. Multiple Common Output Events
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o

Single Complete Set of Output Events
■ When the complete set of output port events of a base system
ASF Is a proper subset of the set of output port events of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a SCSOE interaction.

Fig. 13. Single Complete Set of Output Events

o

Matched Complete Sets of Output Events
■ When the complete set of output port events of a base system
ASF is equivalent to the complete set of output port events of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a MCSOE interaction.

Fig. 14. Matched Complete Sets of Output Events
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5.3.1.4 Output Data Place Interactions

o

Single Common Output Data Place
■ When a base system ASF has one and only one output data
place in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases
represented by those ASFs have a SCOD interaction.

Fig. 15. Single Common Output Data Place

o

Multiple Common Output Data Places
■ When a base system ASF has more than one output data place
in common with a feature ASF, the two use cases represented
by those ASF's have a MCOD interaction of degree n.

Fig. 16. Multiple Common Output Data Places
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o

Single Complete Set of Output Data Places
■ When the complete set of output data places of a base system
ASF is a proper subset of the set of output data places of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a SCSOD interaction.

Fig. 17. Single Complete Set of Output Data Places

o

Matched Complete Sets of Output Data Places
■ When the complete set of output data places of a base system
ASF is equivalent to the complete set of output data places of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a MCSOD interaction.

Fig. 18. Matched Complete Sets of Output Data Places
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5.3.1.5 Mixed Port Event interactions

o

Single Common Mixed Event
■ When a base system ASF has one and only one output port
event in common with a feature ASF's input port event, the two
use cases represented by those ASFs have a SOME
interaction.

Fig. 19. Single Common Mixed Event

o

Multiple Common Mixed Events
■ When a base system ASF has more than one output port event
in common with a feature ASF's input port events, the two use
cases represented by those ASF's have a MCME interaction of
degree n.

Fig. 20. Multiple Common Mixed Events
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o

Single Complete Set of Mixed Events
■ VMien the complete set of output port events of a base system
ASF is a proper subset of the set of input port events of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a SCSME interaction.

Fig. 21. Single Complete Set of Mixed Events

o

Matched Complete Sets of Mixed Events
■ When the complete set of output port events of a base system
ASF is equivalent to the complete set of input port events of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a MCSME interaction.

>#< >#<

>#<

Fig. 22. Matched Complete Sets of Mixed Events
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5.3.1.6 Mixed Data Place Interactions

o

Single Common Mixed Data Place
■ When a base system ASF has one and only one output data
place in common with a feature ASF's input data place, the two
use cases represented by those ASFs have a SCMD
interaction.

Fig. 23. Single Common Mixed Data Place

o

Multiple Common Mixed Data Places
■ When a base system ASF has more than one output data place
in common with a feature ASF's input data places, the two use
cases represented by those ASF's have a MCMD interaction of
degree n.

Fig. 24. Multiple Common Mixed Data Places
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o

Single Complete Set of Mixed Data Places
■ When the complete set of output data places of a base system
ASF is a proper subset of the set of input data places of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a SCSMD interaction.

Fig. 25. Single Complete Set of Mixed Data Places

o

Matched Complete Sets of Mixed Data Places
■ When the complete set of output data places of a base system
ASF is equivalent to the complete set of input data places of a
feature ASF, the two use cases represented by those ASF's
have a MCSMD interaction.

Fig. 26. Single Complete Set of Mixed Data Places
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
The techniques for identifying and categorizing feature interactions outlined here
provide a rich base of information about the relationships between data places,
port events, and atomic system functions. One possible way of presenting this
information to the user has been suggested. There could be many others, such
as graphical or statistical. Several methods of display might be available in a
sophisticated version of an application incorporating these methods.
The categories and types of relationships described in this thesis would be useful
in many scenarios. However, these are nothing more than a series of SQL
queries resulting in a structure that is meaningful in terms of feature interactions
in general. For individual projects, unique queries could be written to check very
specific interaction areas. Complex and varied information could be obtained in
diverse ways that are beyond the scope of this thesis.
This thesis presents an introduction to detecting and analyzing feature
interactions using requirements specifications. The principles and techniques
offered here have been purposefully kept general and straightforward. However,
the methodology portrayed has the potential to be expanded upon and
customized. This inherent flexibility in EDPN modeling will allow the basic
functionality to serve unique and diverse project needs.
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APPENDIX A

Simple Telephony Problem
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There is a very simple illustration of feature interaction on Page 2. The methods
described in the thesis will be applied to this example.

■ Bob has Call Forwarding, and is forwarding all calls to Carol. Carol has Do
Not Disturb enabled. Alice calls Bob, the call is forwarded to Carol, and
Carol's phone rings, because Do Not Disturb is not applied to a forwarded
call. (Zave, 2004)

The following set of hypothetical use cases are greatly simplified for clarity;

■ Base Use Case 1, Bob has incoming call.
o

Preconditions:
■ Event A) Bob gets a call.
■ A) Bob's line is system: Ready.
■ B) Bob's line is physically available,

o

Sequence of Events:
■ The system processes Bob's call,

o

Postconditions:
■ C) Bob's phone rings...

■ Base Use Case 2, Carol has incoming call.
o

Preconditions:
■ Event A) Carol gets a call.
■ A) Carol's line is system: Ready.
■ B) Carol's line is physically available,

o

Sequence of Events:
■ The system processes Carol's call,

o

Postconditions:
■ C) Carol's phone rings...
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■ Base Use Case 3, Bob's call is forwarded to Carol.
o

Preconditions:
■ A) Bob's phone rings...
■ Event A) Nobody answers the phone.
■ B) Carol's line is physically available,

o

Sequence of Events:
■ The system connects to Carol's phone,

o

Postconditions:
■ C) Carol's phone rings...

■ Feature Use Case 1, Carol has incoming call while Do Not Disturb is
enabled.
o

Preconditions:
■ Event A) Carol gets a call.
■ A) Carol's line is system: Do Not Disturb.
■ B) Carol's line is physically available,

o

Sequence of Events:
■ The system plays Do Not Disturb message to caller,

o

Postconditions:
■ C) Carol's line is system: Do Not Disturb.
■ D) Carol's line is physically available.

Use Case Conditions (Data Places)
1. Bob's line is system: Ready.
2. Bob's line is physically available.
3. Bob's phone rings...
4. Carol's line is system: Ready.
5. Carol's line is physically available.
6. Carol's phone rings...
7. Carol's line is system: Do Not Disturb
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Use Case Events (Port Events)
1. Bob gets a call.
2. Carol gets a call.
3. Nobody answers the phone.

CID/Data Place

UCID/ASF

Feature

IN

1

1

Base

T

2

1

Base

T

3

1

Base

F

4

2

Base

T

5

2

Base

T

6

2

Base

F

3

3

Base

T

5

3

Base

T

6

3

Base

F

5

1

Featurel

T

7

1

Featurel

T

5

1

Featurel

F

7

1

Featurel

F

Fig. 27. Data Place Edge table

EID/Port Event

UCID/ASF

Feature

IN

1

1

Base

T

2

2

Base

T

3

3

Base

T

2

1

Feature

T

Fig. 28. Port Event Edge table
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The feature has one use case and it's relationship with the system is:
An SCID relationship on data place 5, use case 2
An SCMD relationship on data place 5, use case 2
An MCSIE relationship on port event 2, use case 2
An SCID relationship on data place 5, use case 3
An SCMD relationship on data place 5, use case 3

This example demonstrates the technique for detecting and categorizing feature
interactions and also reveals a weakness in the technique.

The example has a feature interaction of omission. The use case 'Bob's call is
forwarded to Carol' does not have a relationship where it should. Carol's system
status should always be checked before connecting. This type of analysis does
not actively detect Bob's forwarded call not checking Carol's system status.

If a software engineer wanted to specifically check a relationship, the model
indicates by exclusion that the interaction does not exist in the requirements.
However, as was mentioned at the end of chapter 5, SQL queries might be
created to discover information specific to a project's needs. In this example, a
query might be written to detect any ASFs with 'line availability' as input but
without a 'system check' as input. This type of specialized query would make the
failure of Bob's call forwarding to interact with data place 7 immediately apparent.
A possible English language report might by generated like this:
■ MCSIE < (feature use case) and (base use case) can both be triggered
when (port event). >
■ SCID < (feature use case) and (base use case) both require (data place)
as an input condition. >
■ SCMD < (feature use case) results in (data place), which is a required
input condition for (base use case). >
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It would read like this:
■ Carol has incoming call while Do Not Disturb is enabled and Carol has
incoming call can both be triggered when Carol gets a call.
■ Carol has incoming call while Do Not Disturb is enabled and Carol has
incoming call both require Carol's line is physically available as an input
condition.
■ Carol has incoming call while Do Not Disturb is enabled results in Carol's
line is ohvsicallv available, which is a required input condition for Carol
has incoming call.
■ Carol has incoming call while Do Not Disturb is enabled and Bob's call is
forwarded to Carol both require Carol's line is ohvsicallv available as an
input condition.
■ Carol has incoming call while Do Not Disturb is enabled results in Carol's
line is physically available, which is a required input condition for Bob's call
is forwarded to Carol.
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APPENDIX B

Sample Use Case Converted to an EDPN
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The following use case is taken from the requirements definition for a sailboat
simulation program. The use case is for casting off from a mooring. This is a
good example of the graphical representation of EDPNs not being scaleable.

Name

Cast off From a Mooring to a Beat On a Port Tack

Actor(s)

User

Description

The User intends to Cast off from a Mooring to a Beat on a Port Tack

Condition(s)

Pre-Conditions

Post-Conditions

Sequence

Boat Direction (Point of Sail); Mooring
Main Sail: Down
Jib Sail: Down
Rudder at 0 Degrees
Winds: 10 Knots (constant)
Sailboat Speeds: 0 Knots
Mooring Line Attached to Mooring
Actor Action (Inputs)

Boat Direction (Point of Sail): Beat
Main Sail: Up
Jib Sail: Up
Rudder at 0 Degrees
Winds: 10 Knots (constant)
Sailboat Speeds: 5 Knots
Mooring Line detached from Mooring
System Response (Outputs)

1. Raise Main Sail

2. Update All Sailboat Views
3. New Compass Heading

4. Raise Jib Sail

5. Update All Sailboat Views

6. New Compass Heading.
7. Pull In Mooring Line

8. Update All Sailboat Views
9. Wind Speeds at -1 Knots
10. New Compass Heading.

11. Set Rudder to 15 Degrees Port
12. Advance Time 5 Seconds

13. Sails fill.
14. Update All Sailboat Views.
15. Speeds at 0 Knots.
16. New Compass Heading.

17. Advance Time 5 Seconds

18. Speeds at 2 Knots.
19. Update All Sailboat Views.
20. New Compass Heading.

21. Advance Time 5 Seconds

22. Speeds at 4 Knots.
23. Update All Sailboat Views.
24. New Compass Heading.

25. Set Rudder to 0 Degrees.

26. Speeds at 5 Knots
27. New Compass Heading.
28. Update All Sailboat Views.

Fig. 29. Use Case for Casting Off with a Sailboat Simulator
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Port Output Events

Port Input Events
pl
P2
p3
p4
p5
p6

p7
p8
p9
plO
p11
p12
p13
p14
p15
p16
p17
p18
p19
p20
p21
p22
p23

select lake
select wind direction
select start point
select end point
drop mooring line
attach mooring line
raise jib
raise main
lower jib
lower main
release port jib sheet
release starboard jib sheet
port rudder 15 (30, 45, 60, 75, 90)
starbd rudder 15 (30, 45, 60, 75, 90)
ease port jib sheet 15 (30, 45)
ease starboard jib sheet 15 (30, 45)
tighten port jib sheet 15 (30, 45)
tighten sheet 15 (30, 45)
ease main sheet 15 (30, 45)
tighten main sheet 15 (30, 45)
2 seconds elapse
30 seconds elapse
5 minutes elapse

opi
op2
op3
op4
op5
op6
op7
op8
op9
opIO
o p il
op12
op13
op14
opi 5
op16
opi 7
opi 8
opi 9
op20
op21

display lake
display wind direction
display start point
display end point
display jib raised
display jib lowered
display main raised
display main lowered
increase jib-to-centerline angle 15 (30, 45)
Increase main-to-centerline angle 15 (30, 45)
decrease jib-to-centerline angle 15 (30, 45)
decrease main-to-centerline angle 15 (30, 45)
increase port heading 15 (30, 45, 60, 75, 90)
increase starbd heading 15 (30, 45, 60, 75, 90)
decrease port heading 15 (30, 45, 60, 75, 90)
decrease starbd heading 15 (30, 45, 60, 75, 90)
Increase port heeling angle15 (30, 45)
Increase starboard heeling angle15 (30, 45)
decrease port heeling angle15 (30, 45)
decrease starboard heeling angle15 (30, 45)
update boat position on lake

Fig. 30. EDPN Elements for the Sailboat Simulator

Data Places
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d4
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d7
d8
d9
dIO
d ll
d12
d13
d14
d15
d16
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boat's compass heading
boat's heel angle
jib up
jib down
main up
main down
jib luffing
jib drawing
main luffing
main drawing
port beat
port reach
port run
starboard beat
starboard reach
starboard run
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APPENDIX C

Possible Relational Schema for Use Cases
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The following schema is taken from a Microsoft SQL Server 2000 implementation
of the methodology presented in this thesis. The author is working on this
application as a personal interest project. There are certainly different
approaches that might be taken, and some might be admittedly better. This is
simply offered as an example for the purpose of enhanced understanding.

UseCase
*5 UseCaselD
UseCaseMame

-e=>

UseCaseActor

UseCaseSource

UseCaseltem

UCfirtorlD

UCSourcelD

UCItemlD

UseCa:»ID

UseCaselD

UseCaselD

Field

SourcelD

Field

Place
ActorlD

Actor

Place

e

Source

ActorlD

SoorcclD

Name

ajurceNane

J

ItemlD

Item
ItemlD
Description

Initiating

PreContftion

Server

Event
EventCondition

Receiver

Postcondition

Fig. 32. Relational Schema for Use Cases
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